TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 10 WEST

E 1/16 Corner, Sections 3 - T6S, R10W

1½" x 36" stainless steel pipe for corner, established by LFCo. by proportionate measurement.

Scribed the following BT's:

1½" Hemlock bears N 22° W 17.0 feet; scribed "E 1/16 53 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow tag.

1½" Hemlock bears N 72° E 38.14 feet; scribed "E 1/16 53 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow tag.

Scribed by: Dick McCollam, LFCo.
Witnesses: Ray Thompson, LFCo.

September, 1970

Ron England, Ore-Nash Ply